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Fig.  AREAD ALL INSTRUCTIONS 
BEFORE FIRST USE

1. Curved Bar (2)

2. Mesh Cover (1)

3. Hinged Legs (2)

4. Lower Bar (2)

5. Leg Extension (2)

6. Anchor Clamps (2)

7. Wing Nut (2)

8. Thumbscrew (2)

9. Security Straps (2)

components (Fig. A )

your crib rail is designed with childproof hinges for added safety.  so to 
lower your crib rail - you must raise each spring-loaded hinge at the 
same time.  it will then gently lower to allow easy access.  when you raise 
the crib rail, the locks will automatically pop back into place for safety.

lowering crib rail after it’s installed on convertible crib

product instructions

thanks so much for trying hiccapop!
we know there are several other convertible crib rails out there, but  
hiccapop is truly a cut above the rest because we design all of our own    
products, control our own manufacturing, and build products that last.  in fact, 
we’re so conf ident in our quality that we offer a lifetime guarantee on all our 
products.  so if you love your new crib rail, please help us spread the word 
about hiccapop by dropping us a review.  we’d really appreciate it!

now onto our shameless 
plug for reviews…
for us… amazon reviews are as important 
as a good night’s sleep is to a new parent. so if you love 
your new crib rail, please take a minute to write a 
review and help us spread some good hiccavibes. we’d 
sure appreciate it. to make it really easy for you (which 
is important when kissing up like this), we are even 
e-mailing you a “product review link.”

info@hiccapop.com • www.hiccapop.com

machine wash cover using cold setting and air dry, or surface wash with 
damp cloth.

cleaning instructions

peace, joy, tranquility
love, hiccapop



LOW E R  S L E E V E

LOWER SLEEVE

Fig. Lrest assured that these 
instructions are super easy to 
follow  and will help you to quickly 
assemble your crib rail.

1.  Lay all pieces out on the f loor or on a   
 table.

2.  Connect the 2 Curved Bars until they  
 lock into place. (Fig. B) Make sure silver  
 button protrudes from hole in bar when 
 f inished. (Fig. C)

3.  Insert assembled Curved Bar into Mesh 
 Cover, leaving the ends of Curved Bar  
 exposed. (Fig. D)

4.  Open Hinged Legs until hinges lock f irmly 
 into place. (Fig. E)         

5.  Connect both Hinged Legs to Curved  
 Bar until they lock into place. (Fig. F)   
 Make sure silver button protrudes from  
 hole in bar when f inished. (Fig. C)

6.  Slide Mesh Cover down toward each  
 hinge. (see assembled below)

7.  Connect the 2 round Lower Bars until  
 they lock into place. (Fig. G) Make sure  
 silver button protrudes from hole in bar 
 when f inished. (Fig. C)

8.  Slide Lower Bar (Fig. G) into Lower  
 Sleeve (Figs. D, H, & I) of Mesh Cover.

9.  Depress silver button located at one end 
 of the Lower Bar (Fig. G) and insert into 
 base of the Hinged Leg. (Fig. H)

10. Repeat step 9 on other end of Lower  
 Bar. (Fig. I)

11.  Connect a Leg Extension to the end of  
 each of the Hinged Legs until they lock  
 into place. (Fig. J) Make sure silver  
 buttons protrude from holes located in  
 leg bars when f inished. (Fig. K)

1.  Remove mattress from crib and the Anchor  
 Clamps from the ends of the 2 Leg Extensions, 
 unscrewing the Wing Nuts from the Thumbscrews.

2.  Place assembled crib rail in center of mattress 
 platform.

3.  Place U-shaped Anchor Clamps over the outside 
 frame of mattress platform (opposite side of crib 
 rail), lining each up with a corresponding Leg  
 Extension. (Fig. L) 

4.  Slide the 2 Leg Extensions into their corresponding 
 Anchor Clamps, aligning holes of Anchor Clamps 
 with those at ends of Leg Extensions. (Fig. L)

5.  Insert Thumbscrews in holes (from top) and hand 
 tighten Wing Nuts onto bottom. (Fig. M) NOTE: It’s 
 easier if you use a Phillips head screwdriver to 
 help tighten the Thumbscrews.

6. To reduce shifting, wrap included Security  
 Straps around each end of the Lower Bar and the  
 side of your convertible crib. (Fig. N)

7.  Your crib rail is (f inally!) installed. Now just place 
 the mattress back into the crib.

1.   Remove mattress from crib and the Anchor  
 Clamps from the ends of the 2 Leg Extensions, 
 unscrewing the Wing Nuts from the Thumbscrews.

2.  Place assembled crib rail in center of bunky board  
 (mattress platform) and align f lush to the front 
 edge, where the mattress will be.

3.  At any one of the holes in the Leg Extensions,  
 use a 3/16" drill bit and drill through board. (Fig. O)

4.  Insert Thumbscrews in holes (from top), pass  
 through the board, and tighten Wing Nuts onto 
 bottom. (Fig. P) NOTE: It’s easier if you use a  
 Phillips head screwdriver to help tighten the  
 Thumbscrews.

5.  Your crib rail is now installed. now just place the 
 mattress back into the crib.

assembly instructions
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installation and use instructions for convertible cribs

installation and use instructions for 
convertible cribs with bunky board
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fu l ly assembled
cr ib rai l

Fig. N


